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ABSTRACT
Background & aims: The aim of this study is to develop and externally validate a computer aided
detection (CADe) system for detection and localization of Barrett’s neoplasia and assess its performance
compared to general endoscopists in a statistically powered multi-center study using real-time video
sequences.
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Methods: In phase-1, the hybrid VGG16-SegNet model was trained using 75,198 images and videos (96
patients) of neoplastic and 1,014,973 images/videos (65 patients) of non-neoplastic Barrett’s. In phase2, image-based validation was performed on a separate dataset of 107 images (20 patients) of
neoplastic and 364 images (14 patients) of non-neoplastic Barrett’s. In phase-3 (video-based external
validation) we designed a real-time video-based study with 32 neoplastic videos (32 patients) and 43
non-neoplastic (43 patients) Barrett’s videos from four European centers to compare the performance
of the CADe model to that of six non-expert endoscopists. The primary end point was the sensitivity of
CADe diagnosis of Barrett’s neoplasia.
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Results: In phase 2, CADe detected Barrett’s neoplasia with sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of 95.3%,
94.5% and 94.7% respectively. In phase 3, the CADe system detected Barrett’s neoplasia with sensitivity,
specificity, NPV and accuracy of 93.8%, 90.7%, 95.1% and 92.0% respectively compared to the
endoscopists’ performance of 63.5%, 77.9%, 74.2% and 71.8% respectively (p<0.05 in all parameters).
The CADe system localized neoplastic lesions with accuracy, mean precision and mean IoU of 100%,
0.62, 0.54 respectively when compared to at least one of the expert markings. The processing speed of
the CADe detection and localization were 5ms/image and 33ms/image respectively.
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Conclusion: This is the first study describing external (multi-center) validation of AI algorithms for
Barrett’s neoplasia detection on real-time endoscopic videos. The CADe system in this study significantly
outperformed non-expert endoscopists on real-time video-based assessment achieving >90% sensitivity
for neoplasia detection. This needs to be validated during real-time endoscopic assessment.
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BACKGROUND
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Barrett’s oesophagus is a precursor condition for oesophageal adenocarcinoma via the sequence of lowgrade dysplasia (LGD), high grade dysplasia (HGD) and adenocarcinoma. The incidence of oesophageal
adenocarcinoma in the west has been rising over the last few decades (1, 2, 3). The prognosis of invasive
oesophageal adenocarcinoma is poor, with a 5-year survival rate of less than 13% (4). Endoscopic
surveillance could lead to early detection and treatment, improving survival rates from cancer and
therefore is recommended in international and national society guidelines (5). However, early Barrett’s
neoplasia is often flat and difficult to delineate (6). Moreover, the distribution of neoplasia and early
cancer is highly variable within the Barrett’s segment (7). Given the low progression rate of Barrett’s
neoplasia (less than 1%/patient/year), most general endoscopists may not have encountered sufficient
early Barrett’s neoplasia to become competent in its detection (8). To improve neoplasia detection
rates, most guidelines recommend routine quadrantic biopsies taken at every 2cm of the Barrett’s
length. This can be labour intensive, time consuming, costly and subject to sampling errors (6, 9). There
is evidence to suggest, given all these reasons that current practice recommendations are not widely
adhered to (10, 11).
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To address these issues, several technologies have been developed and assessed over the last few years.
The American Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ASGE) has set thresholds for the adoption of new
endoscopic imaging technologies to replace random biopsy protocols in Barrett’s oesophagus (12).
These includes per patient sensitivity of ≥90% and specificity of ≥80% (12, 13).
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In recent years, Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been proposed to play a role in early detection of Barrett’s
neoplasia. Early attempts on the application of AI in Barrett’s neoplasia detection used endoscopic
images to train conventional machine learning systems and showed encouraging results (14, 15, 16).
More recent reports used deep learning and showed improved results (17, 18, 19, 20, 21).
Despite this progress, there remains a significant gap in the design and quality of available evidence on
the application of AI in this area. Most of the published data is derived from image-based evaluation of
AI systems and there are only two pilot studies using video sequences with a limited number of patients
(19, 21). The aim of this study was to develop a robust deep learning system for detection of Barrett’s
neoplasia, and to externally validate the system in a statistically powered study using real-time video
sequences derived from multiple centers and compare the performance of AI with general endoscopists.
To our knowledge, this is the first study describing external validation of AI algorithms for Barrett’s
neoplasia detection on real-time endoscopic videos.

2

METHODS
Setting
The data was collected from four large European centers including Queen Alexandra Hospital
(Portsmouth, UK), Hospital Costa del Sol (Marbella, Spain), Centre Hospitalier Universitaire & Faculté de
Médecine de Nantes (Nantes, France), and Humanitas Clinical and Research Center (Milan, Italy). The
study was performed in collaboration with the NEC Biometric Research Laboratories based at Kanagawa,
Japan. All co-authors had access to the study data and had reviewed and approved the final
manuscript.

Data Acquisition and Preparation
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Real-time endoscopic video recordings and images of both neoplastic and non-neoplastic Barrett’s were
collected from participating centers to build the endoscopy library. Endoscopic images and videos used
during the early development of the AI system were collected retrospectively, whereas data used for the
validation phases were prospectively collected. Where identification of retrospective data was possible,
those patients were consented using the opt-out approach, whereas prospective data was collected
after patients were consented to enroll on the study. Endoscopy procedures were performed using all
three major platforms including Fujifilm (ELUXEO™ 7000), Olympus (EVIS EXERA III CV-190, EVIS LUCERA
ELITE CV-290, EVIS X1 CV-1500), and Pentax (EPK-i7000, EPK-i7010). All procedures were recorded in full
high definition using white light endoscopy mode (WLI-HD).
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Endoscopy examinations were performed by endoscopists trained in assessment and therapy of
Barrett’s neoplasia. All videos and images used, including both neoplastic and non-neoplastic, were
obtained from cases histologically confirmed by specialised gastrointestinal pathologists, and where
neoplasia was found this was also verified by a second gastrointestinal pathologist (double reporting).
Neoplastic cases included patients with visible low-grade dysplasia (LGD), high-grade dysplasia (HGD)
and adenocarcinoma (EAC). In the non-neoplastic group, only patients with no prior history of dysplasia
were included.
Establishing Ground Truth
The two-layered process for setting the ground truth in this study consists of histological diagnosis
followed by experts review of histologically confirmed data. All neoplastic lesions were endoscopically or
surgically removed and histological confirmation of resected specimens was used to set the ground
truth.
The assessment videos of these histologically confirmed neoplastic lesions were reviewed by three
trained endoscopists (advanced endoscopy fellows) to select best representative images in WLI mode,
showing the lesions in different clockface positions and varying distances from the scope. Annotation of
the neoplastic lesions was done by trained endoscopists under the supervision of three expert
endoscopists (with over 5 years of advanced Barrett’s therapy). Those experts reviewed all videos and
annotations and they either agreed to the annotation made by trained endoscopists or revised those
3

annotations if they feel they were not accurate enough. Annotation was done with a free-hand
annotation tool using especially designed software (NEC Japan) after carefully reviewing the global
assessment video including enhanced imaging, acetic acid chromoendoscopy, marking of the lesion
before resection, as well as the histological reporting. The overlap between these three experts-revised
delineations was considered as the ground truth.
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All patients with non-neoplastic Barrett’s included in this study have had negative standard Seattle
protocol biopsies. Patients with no visible lesions but neoplasia detected on quadrantic biopsies were
excluded. Additionally, images and videos derived from histologically confirmed non-neoplastic patients
were also reviewed by the same trained endoscopists and three experts to ensure accuracy of the input
data. Figure (1) describes the process for setting the ground truth for development and validation of the
AI system.
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Datasets
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To avoid overfitting bias, we used 3 completely independent datasets for training, image-based
validation and external video-based validation. Data used for early development of the AI system
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(phase 1) was collected from one centre (Portsmouth). This data was recorded over a 5 year’s
period from 2015 to early 2020. Data used for phase 2 (image-based validation) was collected
from Portsmouth in early to mid-2020, while data used for video-based validation in phase 3
was prospectively collected from all external centers from late 2020 after the AI system was
developed and is therefore temporally and geographically completely distinct from the training
data. Data were divided per patient so that images and videos of the same patient would not be shared

Ethics approval
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among different datasets. We also ensured that data for testing would not be used for training of the AI
model when tuning the model’s hyper-parameters in the validation phase. This ensured that our AI
model was tested on data that the model had never been exposed to.

The study was approved by the relevant research ethics committee (REC reference number 20/PR/0985),
and was registered on clinicaltrials.gov (registration No. NCT04937647).

Sequential Training and Validation of the AI System
The development and validation of the AI system was completed in three phases using independent
datasets as described below.
PHASE 1: Design and Training of the AI System
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architectures
This hybrid computer-aided detection (CADe) system consists of two AI models, a neoplasia detection
model which classifies endoscopy frames as either neoplastic or non-neoplastic (classification model),
4

and a localization (segmentation) model which indicates the location of any detected neoplastic area.
These two models were developed independently to allow for targeted optimization of models as and
when required.
The detection model is based on VGG16 architecture which has a proven track record of a real-time CAD
system for detecting colorectal lesions (22, 23). We considered the processing speed of the detection
model to be of paramount importance as it is related to the ability of the system to work in real time
fashion during endoscopic video examination, taking into account that the video output of most
endoscopy processors is around 30 frames per second (FPS).
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The localization (segmentation) model is based on SegNet architecture which is a pixel-wise deep
convolutional encoder-decoder architecture for image segmentation. This architecture is designed to be
practically efficient both in terms of memory and computational time during inference (24) and is shown
to be effective in terms of both processing speed and accuracy (25). Figure (2) illustrates the overall
structure of the AI system, and the supplementary video (1) shows how the system works in real-time.
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Design and envisaged clinical use
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This CADe system was designed to analyze video sequences in real time (at 30 frame per second) and
classify them as either neoplastic or non-neoplastic. The system has been designed to only display its
prediction if a stable detection occurs. This stable detection is defined as a certain number of frames (45
frames) sequentially detected as neoplastic (i.e., detection threshold). This detection will be signalled by
a color change on the screen and a sound alarm. When a stable detection happens, this triggers the
localization (segmentation model) to further analyze the frames and a heat map function demonstrates
the location of the neoplastic area (Fig 2). Any trivial or inconsistent detection not reaching the
detection threshold will not be signalled and localized by the system. The system has been designed to
be easily connected to all major endoscopy processors and uses a separate monitor to display its
detection and localization in real time.
It’s envisaged that the system will support endoscopists, especially less experienced ones, by bringing
their attention to areas of potential neoplastic changes in a Barrett’s segment during endoscopic
examination with WLI. This should trigger closer examination of such an area, including with enhanced
imaging modalities, and a targeted biopsy. The system has not been designed or trained for accurate
delineation of neoplasia.
Training of the AI system
Data for training the AI models in this phase was obtained from a total of 161 patients with Barrett’s,
including 96 patients with neoplastic, and 65 patients with non-neoplastic Barrett’s. A single real time
assessment video was recorded for each of these patients, and we used a special software to obtain an
average of 5 representative images from each video. In the neoplastic videos, these multiple images
were selected to show the lesion in different views (e.g., In forward and retroflexed views), at least two
clockface positions (e.g., lesion at 12 o’clock and 6 o’clock), and at different distances from the scope
(e.g., a close-up view and a distant overview). In the non-neoplastic videos, we selected images
5

representing various locations in the Barrett’s segment (e.g., proximal end of the Barrett’s segment,
isolated Barrett’s Island, views at GEJ showing top of the gastric folds, etc.). In total, 816 original images
of both neoplastic and non-neoplastic Barrett’s were obtained.
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We then applied various augmentation techniques where the training images were randomly rotated
with 90 degrees each and randomly flipped along the x-axes. Overall, 75,198 frames of neoplastic
Barrett’s and 1,014,973 frames of non-neoplastic Barrett’s were used to train the deep learning models
in this phase. We performed image preprocessing in the form of resizing and brightness normalization
using contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) technique to enhance the contrast of
both luminance and color. For the detection (classification) model, the input images were resized to
128x128, and the model was trained for total 160000 iterations with batch size 40. For the localization
(segmentation) model, the input images were resized to 480x360, and the model was trained for total
480000 iterations with batch size 4. We used “GeForce RTX 2080 Ti” as graphics processing unit for
inference processing.
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In contrast to other AI systems reported in the literature, our AI system has been specifically developed
for real-time video-based analysis. This comes with two main challenges, first is the need for a very fast
processing speed, and second is to address all the movement artefacts that comes with real-time videos
(e.g., motion blur, contractions, etc.). To enable this, we employed exponentially weighted moving
averages (EWMA) technique where the scores predicted by the classification model are smoothed, thus
preventing the system from flipping its predictions too frequently when analyzing video sequences.
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PHASE 2: Image-based Validation of the AI System
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To validate the AI system, we used a separate independent dataset including neoplastic and nonneoplastic Barrett’s. All data used in this phase were histologically confirmed and reviewed by experts as
in the previous phase. This served as the ground truth for validation of the system.
We collected evaluation metrics on sensitivity, specificity and global accuracy of the detection
(classification) model. To evaluate the performance of the localization (segmentation) model, we
collected data on Recall, Precision and Intersection over Union (IoU). Recall indicates how much of the
ground truth (expert annotation) was actually covered by the AI system. Precision, on the other hand,
indicates how much of the AI delineated area is correct compared to the ground truth and hence it is a
measure of correctness. IoU measures the overlap between the AI delineation and the ground truth
(expert annotation). We also collected data on the processing speed of both models. Figure (3)
illustrates the technical metrics used to evaluate the localization model.
PHASE 3: External Validation of the AI system on prospective real time video sequences
We designed a statistically powered study with formal sample size calculations to externally validate the
CADe system on prospectively collected real-time video sequences and compare its performance to a
group of six general (not performing Barrett’s endotherapy) endoscopists. The non-expert endoscopists
were all signed off for independent gastroscopy practice, had performed more than 1000 Gastroscopy
procedures and had been performing endoscopy between 3-10 years. Although their regular practice
6

included Barrett’s surveillance but they had no expertise in Barrett’s endotherapy. The six endoscopists
reviewed all videos and classified each video as either neoplastic or non-neoplastic. To ensure equal
testing environment, neither endoscopists nor the AI system were allowed to pause or re watch videos
before they give their classification.
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To set the ground truth for neoplasia detection and localization on videos, we followed the same
process as in previous phases (i.e., histological confirmation & expert review). The mean length of the
video files was 20 seconds (SD = 7.74). The videos were recorded to show a steady intubation of the
esophagus up to the gastroesophageal junction (GEJ), followed by a steady withdrawal starting from the
GEJ to the upper esophagus in high definition WLI mode. For neoplastic videos, time point information
for video frames showing any view of the lesion were determined. Frames where the lesion videos were
obscured (for example because of esophageal contractions) were marked and excluded when
developing the ground truth. A true positive detection of neoplasia by AI was defined as a consistent
(i.e., certain number of frames sequentially classified as neoplastic) detection within those pre-defined
time points of positive frames. Any consistent detection outside of these time points was classified as
false positive.
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For evaluation of the localization model, we obtained AI segmentation on the same frame in the video
which was used for setting the ground truth by experts. localization was assessed against each individual
expert’s marking (Individual Spot), the overlap of all experts marking (Optimum Spot), and the overall
area covered by all expert’s markings (Total Spot).
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We collected and compared evaluation metrics on processing speed, sensitivity, specificity, NPV and
global accuracy of the detection model, as well as the processing speed, mean precision, IoU and
accuracy of the localization (segmentation) model. Figure (4) shows the flow chart for data acquisition
and preparation throughout all phases of the study.
Statistical Analysis

For phase 3, statistical powering was performed to test the hypothesis that the sensitivity (primary end
point) of the AI system is superior to that of non-expert endoscopists. As there are no previous studies
with statistical powering comparing AI to endoscopists in detection of Barrett’s neoplasia, we conducted
a small pilot study where we asked 4 non-expert endoscopists to review 20 videos of Barrett’s
assessments and classify them as neoplastic or non-neoplastic. The mean sensitivity of endoscopists and
AI in that pilot study was 68% and 91% respectively. The results for endoscopists sensitivity in this pilot
study was not dissimilar to reported literature (20). Formal sample size calculation was then performed
using the cluster bootstrap (25) at 90% power and 5% significance level, assuming 91% sensitivity of the
CADe system and endoscopists’ sensitivity of 68%. Statistical analysis was performed using SAS software.
Based on this, sample size needed for this experiment was calculated as 75 videos (patients) including
32 videos (patients) with neoplasia, and the number of endoscopists (participants) needed was six.

RESULTS
Phase 2: Image-based Validation
7

For the evaluation of the detection model, 107 original images of neoplastic Barrett's (from 20 patients)
and 364 images of non-neoplastic Barrett's (from 14 patients) were used. The AI detection model
achieved a correct prediction on a total of 446/471 images, including 102/107 neoplastic and 344/364
non-neoplastic images. This equates to a diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of 94.7%, 95.3%,
and 94.5%, respectively.
In the correctly detected neoplastic images (102/107), the AI system was able to localize all the lesions
with Recall, Precision and IoU of 0.71, 0.50 and 0.41 respectively.
In this phase, image processing speeds of the detection and the localization models were 5ms/image
and 33ms/image respectively. Table (1) summarizes the results of Phase 2.
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Phase 3: External video-based validation and comparison to general endoscopists
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In this phase, the AI model was externally validated on 75 prospectively collected videos from 75
patients including 32 neoplastic and 43 non-neoplastic Barrett’s patients. Videos were recorded using all
three major endoscopy platforms from Fujifilm (36 videos), Olympus (16 videos) and Pentax (21 videos).
In the neoplastic videos, 27 (84.0%) were flat (IIa/b) lesions. Table (2) summarizes the characteristics of
the neoplastic test data in this phase.
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The AI system correctly predicted the presence or absence of neoplasia in 69/75 cases, including 30/32
neoplastic cases and 39/43 non neoplastic cases. Based on this, our AI model diagnosed Barrett’s
neoplasia in real-time video sequences with accuracy of 92.0% (95% CI 85.3 to 97.3), sensitivity of 93.8%
(95% CI 84.4 to 100.0), specificity of 90.7% (95% CI 81.4 to 97.7) and NPV of 95.1% (95% CI 83.5 to 99.4).
The area under the curve (AUC) was 0.948. Figure (5) shows the Receiver operator curve (ROC) of the AI
model performance in phase (3).
On the other hand, endoscopists correctly diagnosed 54/75 videos in total, including correct prediction
of 20/32 neoplastic videos and 33/43 non neoplastic videos, with an accuracy of 71.8% (95% CI 65.6 to
78.0), sensitivity of 63.5% (95% CI 52.1 to 74.5), specificity of 77.9% (95% CI 71.3 to 84.1) and NPV of
74.2% (95% CI 68.5 to 79.3). The AI system was significantly superior to endoscopists in terms of
accuracy (p <0.001), sensitivity (p<0.001), specificity (p=0.028) and NPV (p=0.002). Tables (3)
summarizes the results in phase (3).
Subgroup analysis of the primary outcome (sensitivity) by histology and morphology is shown in table
(4). The AI model was significantly better than endoscopists regardless of histology, and in particular AI
outperformed endoscopists for detection of flat lesions. No statistically significant difference was seen
between AI and endoscopists for detection of non-flat (Is) lesions.
The localization (segmentation) model was evaluated on 30 videos of correctly detected neoplastic
Barrett’s lesions. We used a 20% threshold for precision to calculate the accuracy of localization. The
threshold is intended to enable targeted biopsies and to allow a reduction in the number of biopsies.
Compared to optimum spot, AI localized neoplasia lesions with overall accuracy, mean IoU and mean
8

precision of 83.3%, 0.41, and 0.43 respectively. When compared to at least one of the individual spots,
AI localized lesions with accuracy, mean IoU and mean precision of 100%, 0.54 and 0.62 respectively.
Table (5) summarizes the localization (segmentation) results of the AI system, and figure (6) shows an
example of the AI localization compared to experts marking.

DISCUSSION
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We were able to successfully develop a state-of-the-art AI model and perform image-based validation
and video based external validation. This study sets a significant milestone towards the real-time
implementation of computer-assisted detection of early Barrett’s neoplasia as it describes the first
external validation of this technology on real-time video sequences as compared to only image-based
validation reported in previous studies. Our findings show real-time AI based detection of Barrett’s
neoplasia is feasible and can significantly outperform general endoscopists in its ability to detect
Barrett’s neoplasia on video sequences.
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Video-based analysis is generally considered to be superior to image-based analysis as it provides more
spatial and temporal analysis of very rapid sequential frames in real time as compared to a stationary
image. However, it also requires a large processing power with implications on the speed at which the AI
model analyses the input data. In this study, the ultra-short processing speed of our AI model proves the
feasibility of real-time implementation of deep learning system during live endoscopic examinations and
sets the scene for real-time use of the system during endoscopy.
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The videos used during external validation (phase 3) of this model represented a variety of lesion size,
morphology, location, histological diagnosis and difficulty for detection. Most (84.4%) of the neoplastic
lesions were flat lla/llb lesions which can be subtle and difficult to detect so the suboptimal performance
of non-expert endoscopists was unsurprising. This is an unmet need where AI plays a role given its
superior abilities for detecting flat lesions as suggested by our subgroup analysis.
ASGE’s PIVI standards for a new technology aiming for targeted biopsy in Barrett’s requires a per patient
sensitivity of >90% and a NPV of 98% for HGD and adenocarcinoma. Our AI model achieved a sensitivity
of 93.8% and a NPV 95.1% for LGD, HGD and adenocarcinoma. It is worth noting that this is a videobased study with enriched population consisting of high prevalence of neoplasia to test the robustness
of our model to detect neoplasia. However, this high prevalence of neoplasia negatively influences NPV.
We believe that if our model is applied to the surveillance population with much lower prevalence of
neoplasia then the NPV will meet or exceed the PIVI standards.
The AI model gave false negative predictions in two histologically proven neoplastic lesions; both were
very subtle flat lesions of histologically proven neoplasia and were missed by all endoscopists as well
(see Figure 7). These two lesions were almost invisible on white light endoscopy. Nevertheless, we still
decided to include them as our experts could see a possible lesion with some form of enhancement and
as our intention was to develop an inclusive AI model relevant to Barrett’s surveillance.

9

There were false positive predictions by the model in 4 non-neoplastic cases. One of these cases
represented a thickened mucosal fold at gastro-esophageal junction (GEJ) and another one had subtle
mucosal changes representing previous biopsy sites. False positive prediction in the context of AI
assisted neoplasia detection is a parameter that needs to be looked at from a balanced clinical
perspective rather than a purely technical point of view. Considering the intended ultimate use of this AI
model, such a false positive prediction would alert the endoscopists to further examine an area closely
and obtain a biopsy if suspicious, with no adverse clinical consequences. However, this needs to be
balanced against the nuisance, increased procedure time and increased number of biopsies that would
result from significantly high false positive rate. Our false positive rate (FPR) was still low, negating these
concerns and anticipated to improve with further training and development. Figure (7) shows all false
predictions by the AI system.
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Few studies have been published recently, describing different stages of AI development for detection
of Barrett’s neoplasia. Hashimoto et al trained a deep learning model for binary classification of Barrett’s
mucosa into dysplastic or non-dysplastic using retrospectively collected endoscopic images and reported
sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of 96.4%, 94.2% and 95.4% respectively (17). However, this work has
some significant limitations including the use of limited number of cases for development and lack of
external validation as testing was conducted on still images using cases from a single center which
compromise the generalizability of their findings.
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Ebigbo et al trained a ResNet based deep learning model using endoscopic still images of 50 early EAC
lesions and reported sensitivity and specificity of up to 97% and 100% respectively (18). One of the
significant limitations of this development is that the system was only trained for detection of cancers
and not for HGD and LGD. The same group later published a small pilot study evaluating the real-time
use of AI in only 14 patients in a single center with an overall accuracy of 89.8% (19). Their AI system
required the endoscopist to freeze the live endoscopy video before it could analyse the area of interest,
suggesting that the use of AI has to be triggered by the endoscopist once they find a suspicious lesion. It
also requires magnification technology for AI assessment. This questions the generalizability of this
system outside of expert centers.
de Groof et al trained a hybrid ResNet-UNet model for detection and localization of Barrett’s neoplasia
and performed external validation on still images with reported accuracy of 89% (20). The study
compared AI performance to that of endoscopists but did not involve any formal sample size
calculations; therefore, no statistical differences were formally and reliably assessed. More recently, the
same group piloted their AI system in real-time on only 20 patients and showed per image accuracy,
sensitivity, and specificity of 84%, 76%, and 86%, respectively (21). Although the methodology and data
look good but the system is limited by its development based on single endoscopy platform and use of
still images every 2 cm as the system does not perform real-time analysis but only analyses the images
taken by the endoscopist. This limits its generalizability and use outside of expert centers as it is very
much user dependent.
Our AI system has multiple strengths which make it universally applicable and ready for real-time use.
First, development and validation of the AI system was performed on all three major endoscopy
10

platforms (Fujifilm, Olympus, Pentax). The AI system works on WLI without the use of magnification or
patented enhanced imaging modalities. Data used for training and testing was obtained from multiple
centers. All these measures were intended to maximize the generalization and reduce the risk of
overfitting in our AI model. Generalization is the ability of the AI model to apply concepts learned in the
training phase to unseen datasets. Overfitting, on the other hand, occurs when the deep learning model
is too aligned to the training data and so it learns not only the important features but also the noise and
random fluctuations and uses them to make prediction on new data.

of

Second, our AI system works in real time thanks to the ultra-short processing speed. The system can
analyse the Barrett’s mucosa at the same time as the endoscopists rather than depending on the
endoscopist to take a still image for AI to analyse, this reduces the bias that arises from relying on
endoscopist taken still images.
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Third, we have compared the performance of our AI system with the endoscopists in a prospectively
designed and statistically powered study to demonstrate its superiority over general endoscopists.
Furthermore, this comparison was with real time video-based study rather than still images based as
performed by all the above published studies.
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Nevertheless, this study isn’t without limitation. The manual annotation of Barrett’s neoplastic lesions
by experts may not always accurately correlate with the histological distribution of neoplasia. However,
we believe this will not have a significant effect on the accuracy of this system for many reasons. First,
the histological standard in all our cases refers specifically to histological assessment of resected
specimen rather than superficial biopsies taken during initial assessment of Barrett’s, so it can be
described as lesion-specific rather than patient-specific. All efforts were made to correlate the expert
delineation with the endoscopic resection videos to ensure that any delineations outside of the
endoscopic resection were not considered. Second, the AI model used for localization of neoplasia in
this study is a pixel-wise algorithm where the whole image/frame, not just a delineated area, serves as
the input unit and each and every pixel in the whole image is given a label as neoplastic or nonneoplastic. Third, and finally, this system is designed to facilitate neoplasia detection and not accurate
delineation as required during endoscopic resection, the envisioned use of this AI system is to alert less
experienced endoscopists to an area of possible neoplasia during endoscopy so they can undertake
closer assessment and potentially take targeted biopsies.
Another potential limitation of this study is the use of endoscopic images and videos obtained from only
expert centers with expertise in advanced assessment and therapy of Barrett’s neoplasia. Although this
has positive implications on the accuracy, quality and robustness of the data but data on its use in a
situation where the quality of endoscopic examination is suboptimal is lacking. However, all
international guidelines recommend the use of high-definition scopes and cleaning the mucosa before
evaluation so it should not be a significant issue.
Moreover, our AI model has not been designed or trained to work in enhanced imaging modes. We
believe this does not limit the usability of this AI model as its primary function is detection (CADe) and
not characterization (CADx) of neoplasia. We believe that his is actually a strength rather than weakness
11

when it comes to neoplasia detection as WLI constitutes a more accessible resource for general
endoscopists in non-academic and community units and is still the recommended mode for high quality
assessment of Barrett’s esophagus during surveillance endoscopy (27).
One of the other limitations of the algorithm that we noticed is a slight reduction in its sensitivity as we
move from Is nodular lesions (100%) to IIa flat (93.3%) to IIb very flat lesions (88.9%). A similar but more
pronounced drop in sensitivity was also noticed with the endoscopists (ls 93.3%, lla 68.9%, llb 37.0%)
and AI significantly outperformed the endoscopists. However, we do recognize that IIb flat lesions
remain challenging and future attempts should be targeted towards further improving the performance
of AI in this area. Furthermore, the added value of this CADe system for expert endoscopists was not
evaluated in this study, and this may need to be explored in any future validation of the system.
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In summary, this study describes the robust development of a state-of-the-art deep learning model for
detection of early Barrett’s neoplasia (CADe) during endoscopy and the results of the first video-based
external validation of AI in this area. Our system achieved high sensitivity, specificity and accuracy and
performed significantly better than general endoscopists in a well powered comparison. Our findings
demonstrate the feasibility of real-time implementation, as well as the potential added value of AI
assisted flat neoplasia detection during endoscopic Barrett’s surveillance.

Figure legends
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Figure (1): Describes the process for setting the ground truth for development and validation of the AI
system.

Jo

Figure (2): Overview of the hybrid AI CADe model. The standalone AI system receives input from the
endoscopy processor and analyzes real time video sequences on the classification CNN algorithm. If
neoplasia is detected on a frame, this will be signaled by a green color frame and further analyzed by the
segmentation CNN algorithm where a heat map will be produced to localized and delineate the lesion
(segmentation).
Figure (3): This figure explains the technical metrics (recall, precision, IoU) used for evaluation of the
localization (segmentation) model.
Figure (4): This flow chart summarizes the data acquisition and preparation throughout all stages of this
study.
Figure (5): Shows the Receiver operator curve (ROC) of the AI model performance in phase (3).
Figure (6): Shows the AI system localization and delineation of a flat Barrett’s neoplastic lesion. The
colored markings (blue, green and red) indicate the three expert’s delineation of neoplasia, and the
purple patch is the AI system’s segmentation. Compared to the overlap area of all three expert markings
(optimum spot), AI delineated this lesion with IoU and precision of 0.81 and 0.92 respectively.
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Figure (7): Shows false predictions by the AI system. The top row (image A and B) are the false negative
predictions; while the middle and lower row (images C-F) are the false positive predictions by the AI
system.
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Supplementary video (1): Shows how the AI system works in real-time.

Table (1): Results of the AI model performance in phase (2)

Phase 2: Image-based validation
(N=471 images)

Outcomes
Accuracy
Overall correct predictions

AI model
94.7%
446/471

Sensitivity
Correct prediction (Neoplasia)

95.3%
102/107

Specificity
Correct predictions (non-neoplastic)

94.5%
344/364

Table (2): Characteristics of the neoplastic videos used for the external validation of the AI model in
phase (3) (N=32 videos)
13

No of lesions
8
22
2

Percentage
25.0%
68.8%
6.3%

5
15
9
3

15.6%
46.9%
28.1%
9.4%

27
5

84.4%
15.6%
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Histology
LGD
HGD/IMC (pT1a)
SMI (submucosal invasion pT1b)
Paris classification
Is
IIa
IIb
IIa+IIc
Morphology
flat
non-flat

lP

Table (3): Results of CADe model and endoscopist’s neoplasia detection performance in phase (3)
(n=75 videos)
Endoscopists
71.8%
65.6 to 78.0
53.8/75

P value
<0.001

Sensitivity
95% CI
Correct predictions

93.8%
84.4 to 100.0
30/32

63.5%
52.1 to 74.5
20.3/32

<0.001

Specificity
95% CI
Correct predictions

90.7%
81.4 to 97.7
39/43

77.9%
71.3 to 84.1
33.5/43

0.028

NPV
95% CI

95.1%
83.5 to 99.4

74.2%
68.5 to 79.3

0.002
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Accuracy
95% CI
Correct predictions

AI model
92.0%
85.3 to 97.3
69/75

Phase 3: Video-based external
validation (N= 75 videos)

Table (4): Subgroup analysis of the primary outcome (sensitivity) (N=32 neoplastic videos)
Correct
predictions

Sensitivity

95% CI

p value
14

100.0 to 100.0
27.1 to 68.8

<0.001

HGD/IMC
(pT1a)

AI
Endoscopists

20/22
15.0/22

90.9
68.2

77.3 to 100.0
54.5 to 81.1

0.003

SMI (pT1b)

AI
Endoscopists

2/2
1.5/2

100.0
75.0

100.0 to 100.0
66.7 to 83.3

<0.001

Is

AI
Endoscopists

5/5
4.7/5

100.0
93.3

100.0 to 100.0
86.7 to 100.0

0.165

IIa

AI
Endoscopists

14/15
10.3/15

IIb

AI
Endoscopists

8/9
3.3/9

IIa+IIc

AI
Endoscopists

flat

AI
Endoscopists

80.0 to 100.0
53.3 to 83.3

0.016

88.9
37.0

66.7 to 100.0
20.4 to 53.7

<0.001

3/3
2.0/3

100.0
66.7

100.0 to 100.0
33.3 to 83.3

<0.001

25/27
15.7/27

92.6
58.0

81.5 to 100.0
46.3 to 69.8

<0.001

AI
Endoscopists

5/5
4.7/5

100.0
93.3

100.0 to 100.0
86.7 to 100.0

0.165
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93.3
68.9

lP

non-flat
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100.0
47.9
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Morphology

8/8
3.8/8

na

Paris
classification

AI
Endoscopists

ur

Histology

LGD

Table (5): Results of CADe model localization performance in phase (3) (N=30
videos).
Accuracy

m-precision

m-IoU

Optimum spot

83.3%

0.43±0.19

0.41±0.17

At least one Individual spot

100%

0.62±0.18

0.54±0.14

Total spot

60.0%

0.30±0.19

0.29±0.18
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Acronyms and abbreviations

Low grade dysplasia
High grade dysplasia
Early adenocarcinoma
American society of gastrointestinal endoscopy
Artificial intelligence
Research ethics committee
Convolutional neural network
Computer aided detection
Visual geometry group
Frame per second
White light imaging
Gastro-oesophageal junction
Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization
Intersection over union
Standard deviation
Negative predictive value
Area under the curve
Receiver operator curve
Preservation and Incorporation of Valuable endoscopic Innovations
Computer aided diagnosis (characterization)
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LGD
HGD
EAC
ASGE
AI
REC
CNN
CADe
VGG
FPS
WLI
GOJ
CLAHE
IoU
SD
NPV
AUC
ROC
PIVI
CADx

